SIN-NL: Suffers of iatrogenic (caused by physicians) Neglect-Netherlands has developed this website in the public interest and to appeal to Prof. Dr. M. Samii in public that he has failed to fulfil his ethical, professional and legal obligations towards a victim of his medical negligence. Prof. Samii persistently covers up his serious medical error.

Open disclosure and adequate remedial medical care after the medical error as well as registration, research and prevention of medical errors are in the public interest. Unfortunately the medical field generally actually refuses to fulfil its obligations towards the victims of medical errors and avoid accountability by imposing the Wall of Silence.

SIN-NL has put Prof. M. Samii on the Black List of physicians who actually refuse to fulfil their ethical, professional and legal obligations towards victims of medical errors and their relatives. SIN-NL strives to arouse publicity for the emergency situation of victims of medical errors who are abandoned by the physicians. The court in Groningen, Netherlands has decided in September 2009 that the Black List of physicians can stay online.

The victim concerned is Sophie Hankes, lawyer and chair of SIN-NL. The neurosurgeons Prof. M. Samii and Dr. M. Tatagiba caused disability by the illegal insertion of a teflon felt. They told her it was a routine-operation. After the operation they told her that they also added teflon at another nerve, in addition to the agreed nerve. Samii and Tatagiba did not inform her about the experimental surgery nor did they ask her permission for the experimental surgery. The second experimental inserted teflon felt has disturbed the regulation of heart rhythm and blood pressure and causes ischemia. Both neurosurgeons maintain silence and thus refuse adequate medical assistance.

Victims of medical errors are practically powerless towards the medical field. Physicians impose the Wall of Silence, refuse honest and open disclosure, refuse adequate remedial medical care: the physician who caused the medical error as well as his colleagues from whom the patient asks information and care. This is the self imposed Wall of Silence by physicians.

Prof. Jan van Dijk, criminologist University Tilburg Netherlands did research on the situation of victims of medical errors and has confirmed the Wall of Silence in his report of end 2009, references available.

Prof. Samii has covered up his medical errors and refuses remedial medical care. This is a criminal offense. Unfortunately it is almost impossible to have physicians convicted. Physicians are almost untouchable, mainly due to their collective self imposed Wall of Silence.

SIN-NL wants to show with this website that it is possible to hold a physician in public accountable, when he chooses deliberately to refuse open disclosure and adequate remedial medical care to a victim of medical errors, either caused by himself or by his colleagues.

SIN-NL shows that it is possible to request in public to physicians to choose for actual open disclosure and remedial medical care, according to their ethical, professional and legal obligations. Prof. Samii can, at any moment, choose for repentance in words and deeds. Than he will no longer be guilty of a serious criminal offense and will the black line be removed from his eyes.

Please inform us about your experiences with Prof. M. Samii, Dr. M. Tatagiba and other physicians: info@sin-nl.org